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perfection in an age that was fortunate in combining improved
transportation with religious serious-mindedness.
While a few grammar schools rose, many declined. Non-
conformists disliked their anglicanism. Small business men
thought their Latin useless. Professional men thought it was
badly taught. Manual workers preferred the elementary
school The local gentry felt less limited in their choice now
that a rising rent-roll opened to them the doors of public
bording-schools both old and new. And the governors found
new ways of disbursing or appropriating the rising income of
foundations of declining educational value.
The endowed grammar schools that managed to preserve
an even keel were fortunate, and not perhaps so few and so
far between as we often imagine. There was only one Whit-
gift that flourished for thirty years with a master but no boys.
When a new industrial city like Manchester or Birmingham or
Bradford inherited an old endowment, the rising local middle-
class made good use of it, time-honoured scholarships reached
a ladder up into the universities and professions and down
into the working-classes, and then as ever the grammar school
at its best represented an exceptionally rich cross-section of
all but the two extremes of English society.
Some such grammar schools managed to make their curricu-
lum more useful and more attractive by introducing modern
studies so far as chancery restrictions would allow. It was
perhaps in newly-founded schools that these innovations were
easiest to accomplish. Even before Cheltenham led the way
in the establishment of new boarding-schools with broader
curricula, new day schools had begun the pioneering work.
Bentham had preached ' chrestomathia/ Nor was the Church
of England backward. * Public attention being now directed
to the expediency of establishing local or district day schools
for the purpose of affording a sound and liberal education at a
moderate expense to the sons of professional and mercantile
men and others/ a newspaper announcement in 1829-30 sug-
gested that new grammar schools should be* established on
church principles and—like Eton and King's College, Cam-

